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A
ctress Noureen DeWulf (“Anger Management,” “West Bank Story,” “Good 

Girls,”) and her husband, two-time Olympian and Anaheim Ducks goalie  

Ryan Miller, share a tall and modern house in Manhattan Beach, California, 

with their 5-year-old son, Bodhi, and French bulldog, Puck. Working with their 

designer, Lindye Galloway, the couple created a modern indoor-outdoor oasis exclusively 

with furniture from Gloster. “We were pitched a few ideas for our indoor-outdoor spaces 

but we weren’t really responding,” DeWulf says. “I was visualizing something more 

European, something chic. I wanted the spaces to feel sophisticated and luxurious, 

almost like a boutique hotel.” A getaway to the Ojai Valley Inn and spa germinated the 

idea of an outdoor fireplace surrounded by comfortable chairs, and she came home 

ready to transform her space. “I started to look for outdoor furniture that fit the mood I 

felt inspired by,” DeWulf says. “I happened upon Gloster and fell in love with their pieces 

and the artisanship of each line they carry.”

 With the help of Galloway and the team from Gloster, for the space near the fireplace 

on their indoor-outdoor patio, the couple chose Dune chairs, designed by Sebastian 

Herkner, with fabrics by Sunbrella for Gloster in earthy Dot Oyster, Tuck Malt, Wave Buff and 

Ravel Dune. The side table is a Meteor powdered-coated base (like the chair frame) with 

a Nero ceramic top. Underfoot, a Rope Mélange outdoor rug shown in a Hazel weave 

softens the terrace. “We worked with Ryan and Noureen to design outdoor spaces that 

felt both luxurious and comfortable, creating the perfect outdoor oasis,” Galloway says. 

“By the pool, we wanted to design a spot for gathering by the fireplace but also give 

flexibility to move the furniture around the pool area. The chairs did just that.” On a sliver 

of space beside the thin pool, the couple selected a pair of elegant white Voyager deck 

chairs by designer Povl Eskildsen. “The pool patio is a great place to cool off,” Miller says. 

“I like to sit in the Dune chairs and feel the breeze. Our little guy, Bodhi, loves the pool and 

hot tub, so sitting there with him is a nice way to pass the time.”

 Upstairs, an open-air deck allows views of the ocean. There, a sofa, club chairs and 

ottoman from the Maya Collection by designer Mark Gabbertas echo the Meteor 

powder-coated frame of the pieces downstairs, and are covered in a Castillo Dove 

Sunbrella fabric for Gloster. “On the deck, where we knew barbecues and casual dining 

would happen, the sofas and chairs provide ample seating that perfectly complements 

the architecture of the home,” Galloway says. Right now, these open-air spaces are 

especially appreciated by the family, with Noureen, Ryan, Bodhi and Puck (“Bodhi’s best 

friend during quarantine,” DeWulf says) being outdoors more often than not. “We had 

no idea how important the open-air quality of the home would be, as we built it pre-

pandemic,” DeWulf says. “But now during Covid, the indoor-outdoor rooms are the only 

places we feel comfortable being social with others. The open air also gives a sense of 

being outdoors in the wonderful California weather while maintaining a sense of privacy. 

We have really enjoyed this element of the house.”    Gloster, gloster.com
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